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Midas This 20th-anniversary edition of the extraordinary New York Times bestseller features a new introduction from the author! “Stiffed is a brilliant, important book. Faludi’s reportorial and literary skills unfold with breathtaking confidence and beauty. She goes a long way toward eliminating the black and white, good and evil, male and female polarities that have riven the sexes in the past three decades.”—Time

In 1991, internationally renowned feminist journalist Susan Faludi ignited a revival of the women’s movement with her revelatory investigative reportage: Backlash was nothing less than a landmark, uncovering an “undeclared war” against women’s equality in the media, advertising, Hollywood, the workplace, and government—a war that is still being fought today. Stiffed may be even more essential than Backlash to understanding our cultural repositioning of American women. Here, Faludi returns to the issue that launched her career—a focus on the so-called “Angry Male” politics plaguing the nation. Through deeply researched, nuanced, and empathetic character studies of distressed industrial workers, laid-off aerospace engineers, combat veterans, football fans, evangelical husbands, suburban and inner-city teenage boys, and Hollywood and porn actors, Stiffed goes beyond the easy explanations of male misbehavior—that it’s driven by chromosomes or hormones—to lay bare the powerful social and economic forces that have shattered the postwar compact defining American manhood.

Faludi’s vivid storytelling illuminates the historic and traumatic paradigm shift from a “utilitarian” manliness, grounded in civic and communal service, to an “ornamental” masculinity shaped by entertainment, marketing, and performance values. Read in the light of Trumpian politics and the #MeToo movement, Faludi’s analysis speaks acutely to our present crisis, and to a foreboding future. Stiffed delivers a searing portrait of modern-day male America, and traces the provenance of a gender war that continues to rage, unabated.

Fall of Public Man

The Fall of Public Man The author argues that we have reached the nadir of the adaptive range of our industrialised world. Now faced with an unsustainable trilemma of social, organisational and economic complexity, we have entered an era in which the rules we have previously organised our lives around no longer apply. Leaving us with both a design problem and a design challenge which we must urgently solve. By describing an entirely new way for true social, economic and organisational innovation to happen, No straight lines presents a revolutionary logic and an inspiring plea for a more human-centric world.

I Am Healing A landmark study of urban society, reissused for the 40th anniversary of the original publication with a new epilogue by the author. A sweeping, farsighted study of the changing nature of public culture and urban society, The Fall of Public Man spans more than two centuries of Western sociopolitical evolution and investigates the causes of our declining involvement in political life. Richard Sennett’s insights into the danger of the cult of individualism remain thoroughly relevant to our world today. In a new epilogue, he expands on his analysis to the new “public” realm of social media, questioning how public culture has fared since the digital revolution.

My Address and Birthdays Book “A fascinating evocation of changing styles of personal and public expression. . . .”—Robert Lekachman, Saturday Review

Chromalaxing It is an adaptation of the age-old Biblical table of David and Goliath and opens the door for discussions on self-confidence and faith in the face of great obstacles. It is also an excellent book for schools, day cares and Sunday Schools. It is simple, inviting story, and is widely available in print and e-book for easy access.

Respect America is currently undergoing a massive political and cultural change. While many of our societal changes have been positive, there are just as many negative pathways that we are pursuing, and these paths are threatening the very core values of the United States. From the perspective of a young, rural Northern Michigan resident, I highlight the most major cultural shifts that our nation is facing, and what the consequences are and more importantly, what can be done to either alleviate or reverse these dangerous changes. I began writing this book when I was sixteen years old and finished when I was eighteen. Even up here in the secluded north, I’ve experienced some of these changes first-hand, and how they effect the local community and how they connect to the resurgence of racism that cloaks itself as ‘equality’ and ‘tolerance’ to the silencing of free speech and free thought; these ideologies are extremely hazardous to the sanctity of our nation. Our culture is vigorously attempting to copy the cultures of the very same countries that we have fought with blood and sweat to be different from them. We have always prided ourselves as being unique and different, and it has worked quite well for us. Why should we abandon that identity now, even as we sit as the world’s economic, militaristic, and influential superpower? This book summarizes all of these key questions and more. So if you’re interested at all about the future of this nation and are cautious about the changes in our culture, then this book is perfect for you.

Duney A preeminent thinker redefines the meaning of city life and charts a way forward Building and Dwelling is the definitive statement on cities by the renowned public intellectual Richard Sennett. In this sweeping work, he traces the anguished relation between how cities are built and how people live in them, from ancient
Athens to twenty-first-century Shanghai. He shows how Paris, Barcelona, and New York City assumed their modern forms; rethinks the reputations of Jane Jacobs, Lewis Mumford, and others; and takes us on a tour of eighteenth-century layout and the cozy streets of Medellín, Colombia, to the shadowy avenues of Manhattan. Through it all, he laments that the "closed city"—segregated, regimented, and controlled—has spread from the global North to the exploding urban agglomerations of the global South. As an alternative, he argues for the "open city," where citizens actively hash out their differences and planners experiment with urban forms that make it easier for residents to cope. Rich with arguments that speak directly to our current moment, "capitalism and fascism, noting pro-fascist trends in recent decades as well as the larger historical trends in the United States and internationally. In Section One, Rockwell focuses on the nature of systems of capitalism and fascism, noting pro-fascist trends in recent decades as well as the larger for soldiers and the martial virtues. Lew Rockwell, in this new volume, examines the starkly contrasting attitude is reflected in a belligerent chauvinism, a contempt for other peoples, and a society-wide reverence and in which the potential for greatness is to be found. Individual rights, and the individual himself, are spiritually. The state, for the fascist, is the instrument by which the people's common destiny is realized, one whose spirit lives on even now. Fascism is a specific ideology based on the idea that the state is the itself--fell from grace, and offers concrete proposals for revitalizing them. Abandoned Cold War Germany These essays, by widely respected scholars in fields ranging from social and political theory to historical sociology and cultural studies, illuminate the significance of the public/private distinction for an increasingly wide range of debates. Commenting on controversies surrounding such issues as abortion rights, identity politics, and the requirements of democratization, many of these essays clarify crucial processes that have shaped the culture and institutions of modern societies. In contexts ranging from friendship, the family, and personal life to nationalism, citizenship, the role of women in social and political life, and the contrasts between western and (post-)Communist societies, this book brings out the ways the various uses of the public/private distinction are simultaneously distinct and interconnected. Public and Private in Thought and Practice will be of interest to students and scholars in disciplines including politics, law, philosophy, history, sociology, and women's studies. Contributors include Jeff Weinstock, Alan Silver, Craig Calhoun, Daniela Gobetti, Jean L. Cohen, Jean Bethke Elshtain, Alan Wolfe, Krishan Kumar, David Brain, Karen Hansen, Marc Garcelon, and Oleg Kharkhordin.

Man Or Matter THE GOOD SOCIETY examines how many of our institutions—from the family to the government itself—fall from grace, and offers concrete proposals for revitalizing them.

First Death "Sennett presses social theory and historical experience to his service in developing a provocative thesis: that the public world stage has been usurped by the private psychic scene to the detriment of both individual and society".—Cari Schorske, Princeton University. " Stimulating and challenging".—Christopher Lehmann-Haupt, New York Times.

Man Fascism vs. Capitalism: The Central Ideological Conflict of Our Times "Fascism" has become a term of abuse. The mention of this important word undermines its true value as a term referring to a very real phenomenon, and in which the concept of capitalism and fascism, noting pro-fascist trends in recent decades as well as the larger historical trends in the United States and internationally. In Section One, Rockwell focuses on the nature of fascism and its influence in Western society, with a focus on American political and economic institutions. In Section Two, Rockwell examines capitalism as the enemy of, and antidote to fascism. Combining economics, history, and political philosophy, this book doesn't just provide a diagnosis of what ails American and Western society, but also sheds light on how we might repair the damage that has been done, and with the help of the intellectual work of great minds like Murray Rothbard and Ron Paul, we might as a society shed the
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fascism of our times and look to freedom instead.

No Straight Lines A dense black cloud boiled up in the southeastern sky. It rose high and fast, like a time-lapse movie of the birth of a thunderhead. But it was no rain cloud. Wholly black, it reached up and up until it loomed over the sun, blocking out the sun. Somehow, she knew, it was Death coming for her. Pre-med student Coral is on vacation in Idaho when something terrible happens. The black cloud is followed by a wildfire and searing heat that lasts for days. She survives deep in a cave but emerges days later to find the world transformed, with blackened trees, an ash-filled sky, and no living creatures stirring—except for her. So begins her desperate journey: to find water, and food, and other survivors and the answer to the mystery of what happened. Gray I is the first novel in a series.

Brink This journal book is a canvas and as the writer YOU get to paint your masterpiece. Allow yourself to capture life thru your eyes, thoughts and feelings.

State of Mind A thrilling novel about a man who has lost everything, and is determined to make those responsible pay. Committed to walking through life unknown, his path towards revenge takes an unexpected turn, when he discovers a new life, love and what he has been truly seeking all along.

The Fall of Public Man Wilbur is a normal teenager living in a town outside of the Chicago Barrier. He is a student, has an internship at a human research facility, and loves his girlfriend, Babe. He also loves the taste of human meat, especially with a side of ranch. Wilbur is not human, but he does own one as a pet. Experience a pivotal day in his life. A day filled with classes, relationship drama, human dissections, and plenty of succulent meat that just falls off the bone.

The Flying Man THE FALL OF PUBLIC MAN is a book in the great tradition of sociological scholarship. Sennett writes first of the tension between the public and private realms in which we live, arguing that different types of behavior and activity are appropriate in each. He argues that the barrier between these different realms has been eroded, and that this breakdown is so profound that public man has been left with no certain idea of his role in society. Sennett sees the development of the city as the single most important element of the social change he describes, and puts his argument in its historical perspective through an analysis of the changes in our built environment from the 18th century to the present day.

Fall of Public Man Growing up as a country girl, the sights and sounds of nature surrounded me. Until the year of 2014, spring was my favorite season. That year, I began compiling the poems of this book, and my love for the rustic beauty of autumn began. Inspired by the changing colors of the season, often viewed during my daily morning walks, "I Wrote a Poem of Autumn" became my sixth book in print, my second book of nature poems, and autumn became my favorite season! (Front Cover Photo: My granddaughter, Trejagnae, who will be a teenager this year.)

Good Society The candy man brings joy to everyone's hearts with his delicious candies. In this story his guest is to make the princess of the village smile. The candy man meets many people along his journey to the castle.

Fascism vs. Capitalism Abigail Walker and Jarvis Daniels are longtime sweethearts headed in opposite directions. Abby, an aspiring cellist, wants out of her humble Detroit surroundings and is willing to shed blood, sweat, and tears to make it happen. Jarvis, on the other hand, is perfectly content with life. For him there's plenty of time to become a "responsible adult." For now, heâ€™s got everything he could want: a roof over his head, a PlayStation, and the love of a good woman. When Abby's music career takes off and she moves to Chicago, Jarvis gets the boot--sort of. Abby still loves him, but his penchant for faded sweaters and meatball subs just doesn't fit into her new, sophisticated world of designer gowns and concert halls. They're in different leagues and Abby makes no qualms of reminding him of it whenever she deigns to visit him. When the couple is involved in a near-fatal car crash, they are broken, stripped, and broken again both struggling through a journey of healing and self-discovery as they struggle to accept the merciful hand of the only One who can help them up after a fall.

Before the Fall

The Fall of Public Man Perfect book to record and save important addresses and birthdays. As time goes by and the fullness and complexity of the days increase, this is more and more important. You can keep these addresses and birthdays from family, friends, business partners etc. for many years.

I Wrote a Poem of Autumn Warning: Don't read if your heart is weak! A vigilante uses an ingenious new method to end homelessness in a coveted beach city. The mission focuses not on the homeless, but on those who are unsympathetic to their plight. Carefully-targeted fear cures public apathy toward the impoverished. The city's terrified citizens flaunt the Golden Rule in a desperate attempt to avoid the vigilante's wrath.

The Adventures of Emery The candyman Man Dr. Brooke Spencer always felt different from other girls. Now a successful scientist, she is finally discovering where she belongs: working alongside the brilliant, trailblazing researcher Dr. Charles Samuelson. Dr. Samuelson has recently made a discovery that has eluded philosophers and dreamers for centuries: How to transmute iron into gold. Determined to use the knowledge for good, Dr. Samuelson recruits Brooke to assist him with his new plan, his "Golden Manifesto." But humans are not alone and his discovery has not gone unnoticed. Extraterrestrial visitors seek to control Dr. Samuelson's Breakthrough, and before long, Brooke is all that stands between Earth and total Destruction. Will she be able to hold her ground? Or will the timeless temptation of gold prove too much for even the strongest of spirits? Brooks will soon face a choice that will make her question her background, her career, and the fate of the planet.

Our Androcentric Culture Or The Man-Made World Illustrated A cyanide capsule and a bullet to the head. This is how Adolf Hitler is about to kill himself. The date is the 30th of April, the year is 1945. Hitler and his wife of less than two days, Eva Braun, are together in the Fuhrerbunker, an underground complex near the Reich Chancellery in Berlin. Berlin itself is not yet under siege, but it is apparent to all that it soon
will be. For the Allies have defeated the Wehrmacht in the Belgian Ardennes and have already crossed the Rhine into Germany. While at the same time, the Red Army are advancing westwards towards the German capital, unstoppable since their decisive victory at Stalingrad. As a result, SS generals are now refusing to obey Hitler's orders. Stuck down in his bunker and feeling powerless, Hitler has begun to suffer a mental breakdown. The war is lost and he knows it now. Germany surrendered, unconditionally, a week after Hitler's death, on the 7th of May, 1945. The following day was declared Victory in Europe Day. The Second World War on the European continent was formally confirmed over. The war would continue in Asia for another three months, eventually ending on the dropping of the Little Boy and Fat Man atomic bombs on the Japanese cities of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Germany was in utter ruins and occupied by the victorious forces of the Soviet Union, France, America, and Britain and her Commonwealth. Meanwhile the world had witnessed the utterly destructive power of atomic weapons. This was how the Second World War ended; it was also how the Cold War began. The Cold War would last nearly half a century, with flashpoints occurring in locations all across the globe; from Afghanistan to Vietnam, Korea to Cuba. The real Cold War battlefront, though, was in Germany. It was here where the military forces of the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact countries faced off against the military forces of America and her European NATO allies. It was here where the bulk of the nuclear missiles were located, where the troops were based. Germany—then Germanyies—was the true frontier of the Cold War. Following the collapse of the Iron Curtain in 1989, and the dissolution of the Soviet Union shortly after in 1991, the military bases that had based themselves in Germany for the past 50 years started to slowly return to their respective home countries. The military bases, and all the infrastructure that went along with sustaining them, were stripped bare and left behind. The purpose of this book is to document these Cold War sites as they are today, in 2016. They will not be around for much longer; most face imminent demolition, and the ones that don't are decaying and succumbing to nature. The hope is that by documenting how these bases currently are, as well as providing a short history on each of the sites, an audience unable to visit them themselves will learn something new about the Cold War. It was a military stand-off on a scale of which the world has never seen before. We have history books that communicate that scale; that communication, the closeness of the class, the closeness of the nuclear missiles and the likelihood of an all-out nuclear war was the driving force behind all of this. This book, and the pictures it contains, can help to communicate some of these things too, but in a different way.

Dire Means Reissue of the classic text on how cities should be planned. When first published in 1970, The Uses of Disorder was a call to abandon the urban form of modernist urbanism, which was seen as shattering the cohesion of an otherwise cohering urban fabric. Written in the aftermath of the 1968 student uprising in the US and Europe, it demands a reimagining of the city and how class, city life and identity combine. Too often, this leads to divisions, such as the middle class flight to the suburbs, leaving the inner cities in desperate straits. In response, Sennett offers an alternative image of a "dense, disorderly, overwhelming cities" that allow for change and the development of community that is realized when it first came out, and remains an inspiration to architects, planners and urban thinkers everywhere.

After the Fall I never planned to fall in love. Least of all with a woman, you. But I did, and telling you was the hardest thing I ever did. I knew how you would reach first, but I never anticipated how hard it will be for me or how you reacted next. I had to write, for the first time ever, and now we face book number two... I wrote just to tell you how I feel, what I think. All the things I wanted to say to you but you didn't want to listen. So I wrote, and wrote, and wrote. Flood of thoughts, feelings, whatever came to my mind. Just to give me five minutes of strength to get out of bed. I wrote for me. I wrote for you. Most of them are here. My pain, my love, my longing, my hesitations, my certainty. I know you don't want to hear from me, don't want to read what I have to tell you. But I have to get them out of me, if not to you then just out there, to the world who doesn't know me. Maybe some day you will find your courage and return. Until then my love, You Still don't Know How Much I Love You.

The Book of Life Richard Sennett's The Fall of Public Man examines the growing imbalance between private and public experience, and asks what can bring us to reconnect with our communities. Are we now so self-absorbed that we take little interest in the world beyond our own lives? Or has public life left no place for individuals to participate? Tracing the changing nature of urban society from the eighteenth century to the world today, and the changing political life in individual cities, Richard Sennett discusses the causes of our social withdrawal. His landmark study of the imbalance of modern civilization provides a fascinating perspective on the relationship between public life and the cult of the individual.

'Brilliant one admires the breadth of Professor Sennett's erudition, the reach of his historical imagination, the doggedness of his analysis Buy this book and read it. Interestingly, it may provide a key to happiness. So I wrote, and wrote, and wrote. Flood of thoughts, feelings, whatever came to my mind. Just to give me five minutes of strength to get out of bed. I wrote for me. I wrote for you. Most of them are here. My pain, my love, my longing, my hesitations, my certainty. I know you don't want to hear from me, don't want to read what I have to tell you. But I have to get them out of me, if not to you then just out there, to the world who doesn't know me. Maybe some day you will find your courage and return. Until then my love, You Still don't Know How Much I Love You.'

Christopher Lehmann-Haupt, The New York Times 'A powerful argument for a more formal public culture and a swipe against the rise of a self-indulgent counter-culture' Melissa Benn, Guardian 'A provocative book Sennett brings us to an undeniably recognizable place, the contemporary urban scene' Richard Todd, Atlantic Monthly Richard Sennett's previous books include The Fall of Public Man, The Corrosion of Character, Flesh and Stone, and Respect. He was founder director of the New York Institute for the Humanities, and is now University Professor at New York University and Academic Governor and Professor of Sociology at the London School of Economics.
can leave your thoughts and specific feedback for us per image. Your finished work may be suitable for framing or gift giving. Our website (http://www.chromalaxing.com) features fun art contests. Enter today and show us your masterpiece for a chance to win great prizes. Vote for your favorites too. Our designs offer a pleasing variety in image complexity suitable for beginner to expert-level. Provides unlimited hours of relaxing stress relief, as well as an enjoyable artistic outlet. Tap into the soothing and rejuvenating effects that coloring has been shown to produce. Join countless adults all over the world and rediscover the fun and relaxing hobby of coloring. Grab your pencils, pens relax and explore your creative side today.

The Stories of Goom’pa Book 1 Matt Johnson had a life he was happy enough with. Could he learn to be happy with his death as well? This zombie story is written from his point of view— from normal, every-day security guard, to brain-eating, mindless zombie.

The Uses of Disorder A liberal feminist text. Rather than considering what is appropriate masculine or feminine behavior, we should investigate what it is to be human

Gray In this provocative and timely book, Richard Sennett examines the forces that erode respect in modern society. Respect can be gained by attaining success, by developing talents, through financial independence and by helping others. But, Sennett argues, many who are not able to achieve the demands of today’s meritocracy lose the esteem that should be given to them. From his childhood in a poor Chicago housing project to the contrasting methods of care practised by a nun and a social worker, from the harmonious interaction of musicians to the welfare system, Sennett explores the ways in which mutual respect can forge bonds across the divide of inequality.

Building and Dwelling The author presents his perspectives and personal experiences on mentalism and how it can be used to tap into the mind's hidden powers.

The Fall of Public Man "A fascinating evocation of changing styles of personal and public expression..." --Robert Lekachman, Saturday Review

Stiffed She emerged as innocent as any newborn. The party of starbursts and sparkles came to a standstill. In awe, millions of heavenly beings paused. Shine Star, Princess of the Universe, was the most precious and rare of all creations. As an expression of perfect happiness, thus was the king's daughter born. A magical love story unfolds in Vikrant Malhotra's wondrous debut, The Stories of Goom’pa: Book One. Meet Goom’pa. He is a Poofy, a small furry creature who resides on Earth in a place called Palidon, on the edge of the Miron National Forest. His world is a quiet one—until he spies Shine Star, a glorious star in the sky and the daughter of Prime Ray, the king of the universe. Enchanted by her elegance, Goom’pa knows he is willing to do anything to win the love of this celestial beauty. As the two meet and fall in love, Shine Star's father worries about his only daughter. Exploiting that concern is the Star Lord, Rath, who wants nothing more than to wrestle control of the universe away from Prime Ray. Will Goom’pa and Shine Star find a way to be together? Or will Rath's evil plan doom them all?

Public and Private in Thought and Practice The Flying Man is a must read. (?) it touches on the evolution of the soul through the human mind and explores questions around existence, reality and immortality. " J.M. Edwards, The Chronicles

Leon finds himself lying on the bathroom floor. To understand why he is unable to move (is it the drugs, is he asleep and dreaming?), his thoughts need to progress through different times, places, and events in his life. On his journey, he meets a beggar who talks about humbleness and Beatrice, who reminds him of his wife and asks him if he thinks he exists. Only when the identity of The Flying Man is revealed, is Leon allowed to accept the impact that choice and doubt have made on his life. " This is an intriguing and thought-provoking novel, with different layers of meaning that give the story depth and richness. Ed Peters, The Reviewer? It is a shining example of good craftsmanship' Writer's Choice 'The Flying Man is an extraordinary book that cannot fail to leave an impression in the mind of the reader () it is in a different league in terms of artistic merit, combining philosophy with an almost Milton-esque sense of falling from grace (). The Flying Man is perfectly formed" Michael Graze, The World Beyond
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